Matt Sedillo

L.A. is full of Pigs

All inadequate
But for me
Just man up homeboy
To that concrete pillow
To that cardboard blanket
And freeze your ass to death
Yes, this city
Will leave you to die
On the same stretch
Of sidewalk
Where banks stretch
Into the sky
And I wonder
As even now skid row
Is being gentrified
As this city
As this system
As the pigs
Push people
Past poverty
Past hunger
Past homelessness
Towards the very edge of existence
On Skid Row
Where all the so-called complexities
Of an economy
Are laid bare
Where the rich
Are literally stacked upon the poor
Los Angeles
Is full of grotesque absurdity
Especially
On skid row
Where they spend millions
Annually
Policing
The misery
Of people with
Nowhere to go
Because when your pockets are empty
And you aint got nothing
And change is just not coming
There is no real difference
Between a booming metropolis
And a barren desert
And the world of money
Passes by you
Passes through you
As though you
Were just a part of the scenery
Protected in the knowledge
That they are serviced
By pigs
Who speak the language of violence
The language of the nightstick
The language of untold misery
That will beat you for begging
Beat you for sleeping
Beat you for breathing
Beat you for doing
Whatever the it is
You need to do
To survive the night
In the bitter wind
Los Angeles
Is full of pigs
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Los Angeles is falling apart
In the streets
In the suburbs
In the wind
In a barely kept
Hollywood bathroom
Wheezing
Vomiting
Coughing up blood
The past few days
These past few years
I have spread myself
Across this sprawl
And now fear this drive
May kill me
Kill us all
And I wander
Over to general hospital
Between whose walls
Desperation
Wears in high concentration
Upon the faces of
The shopworn
And prematurely ill alike
As they await upon news
Of illness
They cannot afford to have
Survival without insurance
This may take awhile
Los Angeles is full
Of untold misery
A homeless man
Sleeps next to me
And I can smell
The years of hard distance
Between who he is now
And who he may have been
And all that stands between him
And the bitter wind
Is chance
Is the kindness of a night nurse
Who will let him sleep in peace
Los Angeles
Is full of good people
Who from time to time
Can turn a blind eye
To killer policy
And I wonder
How many more bounced checks
Free clinics
Carry cash
And leave the account
In the negative
Stand between me and him
Me and the bitter wind
And if so
Where would I go?
From Venice to San Francisco
There is an outright war
On the homeless
A war
On the dispossessed
There are
Fewer and fewer options
They got
Shelters
For women and children

